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Growth Goal(s) and Objective(s)

1. To learn more about and integrate aspects of the balanced literacy program into my 
grade 7, 8 and 9 language arts programming.

2. Define, develop, and provide for students, differentiated instructional strategies, activities, 
and interventions that help them to complete class work and reach their grade level key 
objectives of the Alberta Program of Studies or individual IPP goals. 

Procedures and Activities/Evidence to be provided

Note: I will be monitoring Math and LA specifically. 

1. Aspects of the balanced literacy program will be evident in the structure of the 
Language Arts classroom and the weekly activities.

• Word Walls
• Writing workshop
• Reading workshop
• Leveled reading

2. Differentiated instruction and remediation that helps students reach grade level 
objectives or their individual goals: 

• Differentiated instructional activities, strategies, and interventions that provide student 
support to reach their objectives. 

• Goal setting to help struggling students
• Informal reflection and tracking of the success of these strategies (chart).

Additional Support and Resources

• Professional Development courses – PSD Balanced Literacy for Middle School
• Colleagues (Advice and Reflection) – Norma, Lorie, Shawn, Steph, Bridget
• Books and Online Resources involving Differentiating Strategies
• K & E programs

Expected Impact on Student Achievement

• The integration of parts of the Balanced Literacy program into my current Language Arts 
planning will better help reading and writing growth for students at a variety of levels.

• Effective differentiated programming will increase student ability to reach objectives and 
meet long term goals. Evidence will be shown in the completion rate of their LA and 
Social in class assignments (tracked using a chart), improving from term 1 to term 3. 
Dates for review TBD.



Outcome

Goal 1
1. To learn more about and integrate aspects of the balanced literacy program into my 

grade 7, 8 and 9 language arts programming.

I was successful in achieving this goal. The Balanced Literacy professional development sessions 
that I attended gave me a plethora of resources and practical strategies to bring back to my 
humanities program. I utilized such strategies as the Word Wall, Word Study, Book Clubs, and 
the explicit teaching of reading strategies such as “Making Connections”. Many elements of the 
Balanced Literacy program worked really well, others required tweaks or changes in order to fit 
with the context of our classroom. The challenges that I faced included the lack of high interest/
grade level resources and adapting the lessons to engage junior high level students, as many 
of the lessons/strategies that we talked about were geared toward elementary students. As the 
year progressed I was able to find solutions to some of these challenges and I look forward 
to continuing my training and implementing more of the Balanced Literacy program into my 
humanities classroom next year.

Goal 2
2. Define, develop, and provide for students, differentiated instructional strategies, activities, 

and interventions that help them to complete class work and reach their grade level key 
objectives of the Alberta Program of Studies or individual IPP goals. 

I was successful in achieving this goal. I was able to successfully differentiate in both Social 
and LA, as well in Physical Education. Examples of some of the successful programs included, 
leveled book clubs, Raz Kids implementation for student on IPP’s, use of K&E materials and 
adapted tests/assessments for students on RPA’s, hetero and homogenous groupings, a wide 
variety of assessment practices, and journal programs. These strategies/programs helped the 
students achieve their own personal academic goals and find success in the classroom. The 
challenges that I faced included lack of attendance/ homework completion which allowed for less 
growth, and lack of high interest/grade level resources which made it difficult to get some of the 
students engaged in the reading material that was at their level. We implemented homework 
room, accompanied with incentives throughout the year to meet the challenges of homework 
completion, and had partial success with this. Attendance continues to be a problem. We have 
also ordered some new resources that will be available next year that should address the high 
interest/grade level resource challenge. I look forward to trying out some new strategies with 
these resources next year. 

Transition Plan
Continue Balanced Literacy training next year and continue to collaborate with other teachers and 
administrators to address the challenges that we faced this year.


